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miss attractiveness full
hozacre23
8 months ago55 views
Scoobie and Shine Eye music video for the song called Miss Attractiveness.

 1:12 
clio repair
hozacre23
1 year ago35 views
Before the doors lock as battery going flat, change the battery. Immobilizer 
kicks in and your stuck.

 0:29 
Exclusive - Dorito Raid - Report
hozacre23
8 months ago24 views
Elite unit smash and gobble. Seen in a hidden camera view of batch busting of a 
dorito snack mix, blend and fry.

 1:49 
karate moves
hozacre23
9 months ago62 views
Promotional video for Karate Moves.

 9:28 
months ago
hozacre23
3 weeks ago3 views
Wind beaten and then washed, as if cow boy days had gone. News of found human 
and the rest are animals? Won! Will you give up 

 3:08 
shampoo
hozacre23
8 months ago20 views
Shampoo hair with conditioner, water and rinse. Shampoo and lather with massage 
and rinse. Towel and blow dry, comb.

 1:34 
Valet the Car
hozacre23
9 years ago665 views
Valet / cleaning the car with vacum and polish and cloths for the interior. Do 
not miss system check or wheel change and weekly 

 1:16 
Neutral
hozacre23
8 months ago19 views
Music video of a theme.

 2:20 
Drought - Cash Crop
hozacre23
9 months ago
No water, no food. We have had no water for this years crop has been reported. 
Cash crop. Can use compost, fertiliser or hope for 

 2:09 
Door Entry System
hozacre23
8 months ago18 views
All the kinds of modern designs of intercom as known and an oldie that worked a 
tune. You can get simpler, or more complex with 
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 9:45 
home treatment
hozacre23
10 years ago749 views
Staff sacked, hospitals closed down. Medicines withdrawn due to class of drugs. 
New "Equity & excellence for Liberation."

 0:44 
Thud Snap goes the heart
hozacre23
7 months ago24 views
Reciting with music, graphics and captions.

 4:38 
Looking 4 A needle in a Haystack
hozacre23
8 months ago28 views
Micro computer or mini computer and super computer. Worth counting from 0 - 
100000000000000 or 10^15 (10 pow 15),in a second 

 2:51 
What Over
hozacre23
8 months ago22 views
Musical video with lyics, images and music. Stop the fight. Two wrongs do not 
make a right. Where's the referee? A knock out.

 2:13 
Shave intro by Hozacre
hozacre23
7 years ago243 views
Do it yourself shaving intro. Full Video available at: www.hozacre.co.uk Can 
click the link on the side of screen for site. Here you will 

 2:39 
Barber intro by Hozacre
hozacre23
7 years ago516 views
Get it at the Salon or Barber! There's a story of how jealous people were of the
barber. He made people look fresh and clean. But 

 2:47 
Fighter2
hozacre23
9 months ago9 views
Consequences of fighting. it helps if you got a conscience. Go to 
http://www.hozacre.co.uk.

 2:14 
competition
hozacre23
6 years ago21 views
Win a T-Shirt and then a template Go to www.hozacre.co.uk to enter competition 
in November 2011.

 1:16 
Dice
hozacre23
5 years ago5 views
Dice being thrown, have to hit a six app at http://hozacre.co.uk/dice.exe Craps,
guess a number game / toy.

 0:37 

 7:04 
Drugs city. What a pity.
hozacre23
10 years ago521 views
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Have to be over aged 18 in the Netherlands to use weed / drugs. UPDATE: 
California has legalised script weed.Drugs dens that 

 7:27 
Blakbat - - Combat
hozacre23
9 months ago
Work out shadow sparring? Training, practice of un armed combat or self defense.
Early lessons taught in schools adapted too bust 

 5:16 
4 months drawing some went missin
hozacre23
3 weeks ago3 views
Got the sky, a load of birds and then a flight path that saw copters too jets. 
Load of time with a boiler and the wining noise to give 

 

 7:21 
Times Change
hozacre23
7 months ago133 views
Any incitement fo extremism outlawed! tOM AND jERRY FANS BEWARE. Fashion that 
evolved through football hooliganism, street 

 2:02 
REGLAZE
hozacre23
9 months ago3 views
Double glazing broken and has to be repaired. Use of five labours to complete 
job!

 10:00 
Mary J blige Concert Mixed too the vocal dub plate
hozacre23
8 months ago104 views
Concert with view then dancing, effects and a lot of crowd antics. Third 
edition!

 3:31 
curry goat & rice with peas
hozacre23
9 months ago147 views
Curry some mutton and cook with onions, peppers, salt, tomatoes and water. Then 
boil rice with gungo peas and some coccnut 

 4:01 
Birmingham Intl Carnival 1995
hozacre23
10 years ago580 views
Up date: All street parties now must have security and police attending with 
medics. Carnival with music, costumes, dancing, food & 

 3:46 
winter shoot
hozacre23
7 years ago171 views
Suit, jackets, trousers, tops and outfit to go! Catwalk presentation of dress 
code for season if possible with climate disruption.

 4:27 
fashion summer
hozacre23
9 months ago21 views
Modeling some clothes for the summer. Got brands and colours that flow. Will be 
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cool feelings when the sun hits.

 0:29 
Blood On Your Shoulder
hozacre23
7 months ago51 views
iconic words of what death does do too the people that one feels is bad and want
to be good but can we forgive?

 4:09 
Art AS Graft
hozacre23
9 years ago227 views
graffiti in old and new styles all in one.

 2:34 
window cleaner wash
hozacre23
9 months ago30 views
Window cleaners to rock climbers as window cleaners. Problem danger and thus no 
one wants to do it? Fall off a ladder! Conmen, 

 1:39 
Charge for killing years later?
hozacre23
9 years ago378 views
Update: Shooters came from out of area. Man killed was a Bryce. Family plea for 
justice. Man had shot the victim on leaving his car 

 1:37 
Slave InvaDers
hozacre23
8 months ago12 views
Picture of what a ship would look like constructed for travel through deep space
and battle when needed to keep its cargo.

 5:14 
care in the community - medical poverty
hozacre23
10 years ago252 views
New Hospital and deaths. Staff Sacked. Medicines withdrawn since 1976 found 
being used. Better qualifications needed for the jobs

 2:31 
chess game win
hozacre23
9 months ago
Exhibition of a game of chess winning after playing for 10 to 15 games. Black is
the computer playing 3 seconds thought and expert 

 4:24 
barber tools
Anthony Bellamy
6 years ago508 views
This video was uploaded from an Android phone.

 1:38 
Attend
hozacre23
10 years ago72 views
Up date: Clubs, pubs and bars have closed even with 24hour licensing. Disco 
inferno. Clubbing hop. Out on the town. Paint the town 

 2:30 
body popping
hozacre23
10 years ago111 views
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Up date: This club shut down after a number of shootings and is now a banqueting
suite. Disco party with neon lights raving guests 

 3:33 
Jam a scam my man
hozacre23
8 months ago14 views
Ripped off by t-mobile? Fobbed off with a sim? Read the small print you got 3 
months / 180 days before you lose it all. Consider 

 10:01 
Community care & slum life / medical poverty!
hozacre23
10 years ago1,755 views
1 Million deaths in 2016 from drugs prescribed. Equity and excellence for 
liberation. Staff sack, hospitals closed. Drugs withdrawn 

 14:50 
Football Moves
hozacre23
6 years ago56 views
Player in teams aged 5 to 16 years old. Was in the league. Had to do full size 
pitches and astro turf. Been midfield, defender and 

 3:36 
Clean Up your house by Spring
hozacre23
9 months ago
Clean, polish, dust, wash, vacum, for winter too spring. Never wait for the 
Summer too lick!

 1:53 
Bike Fix
hozacre23
1 year ago17 views
Change a cog. Repair a puncture and change pedals.
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